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Examples with Display BRIEF

Invention concerns semiproducts for steroids, in particular of preparing 13β-methyl-17β-acetoxy-gona-1,3,5 (10) 8,14-pentaen. The latter is carried out by acetylation of acetic anhydride 13β-methyl (ethyl)-3-methoxy-8,14-seco-gona-1,3,5 (10) 9, 11-tetraen-14-on-17 -ol at temperature of from 40° with to boiling acetic anhydride in the presence of catalytic amounts of strong inorganic acid followed by addition of water (better to achieve concentration of 80-90%) to concentration of acetic acid 70-90% wt. % at 75-85 ° with (is cyclization). These conditions provide diffusion 1u process efficiency due to elimination of necessary isolation of intermediate product acetylation. Further R4. Cyclization is carried out with low amount of water, which in its turn simplifies operation isolation of the end product (with purely the to 90-94%) and reduces time. 1 3. u. 2 cl.

Method of producing 13 /-methyl-(ethyl)-3-methoxy-17α -acetoxy-gona-1,3,5 (10) 8, 14-pentaaene from 12z-methyl-(ethyl)-3-methoxy-8,14-seco-gnaa-1,3,5 (10) 9, 11-tetraen-14-on-17 -ol by acetylation of acetic anhydride to corresponding 17α9 -acetoxy-derivative followed by cyclization to final product. Featuring and with the fact, that, with in order to simplify the process, acetylation is carried out at heating, from 40° with to boiling temperature acetic anhydride in the presence of catalytic amounts of strong inorganic acid, after which

Intermediate product acetylation; acetic acid; diffusion 1u process efficiency; operation isolation; reaction mixture; applied reaction temperature; applied acylation reaction; assigned quantity acetic anhydride; optimal response time; mother liquor; insulating; received mother liquor; reaction solution; naphos solution and water; hydrochloric acid; condensation reaction; carboxylic acid solution; reaction phase; reaction medium; reaction property; carboxylic acid derivative; intermediate processing; ambient temperature; computed quantity water; hydrogenation and birch reduction; acylation and cyclisierung; amide mixture; acylation and cyclisierungsreaktion; separated chloroform phases; long retention time; remarkable yield loss
The invention relates to an electromagnetic changing device comprising an electromagnetic step switching mechanism, a control unit and a nosepiece for receiving optically active elements or systems, in particular filters, lenses, condensers or diaphragms, preferably of microscopes. The aim of the invention consists in providing a device for a changing device having a nosepiece, which drive has no mechanical operating connection between the drive and the rotary part of the nosepiece and permits non-motorised rotation in both directions of rotation. The essence of the invention resides in constructing the rotary part of the nosepiece itself as rotor of the electromagnetic step switching mechanism by such a way that sections of the external or of the internal lateral surface, or sections of an annular plane surface are poles of the electromagnetic step switching mechanism.

MCLMEN

1. electromagnetic alternating device, comprising an electromagnetic drive step, a drive unit and a turret for the reception of optically active elements or systems, in particular of filter, objective, condensers or diaphragms, preferably of microscopes, characterized in, that the rotary member of the turret itself as rotor of the electromagnetic drive is arranged step, portions of the outer or the inner circumferential surface or an annular portions that face poles of the electromagnetic drive and the rotatable part of the turret itself that step, but at least a ring part of said rotary member made of soft magnetic material.

KT

annular plane surface; non-motorised rotation; mechanical operating connection; electromagnetic changer; turret arranged latching system; rest system; electromagnetic drive; electromagnetic alternating device; drive and gun; active elements or system; mechanical effect connection; circular piezoelectric flexural plate; rotary member; gun running bar; drive plate; circular flat surface; favourable constructional organization; electromagnetic system; electromagnetic wechseleinrichtung; gun form; loosened condensor lenses or screen; electromagnetic step-by-step operation; effective elements or system; leaf spring; automatic disengaging; circular polylaminare piezobiegeplatte; upper flat surface; rotational axis; lens turret engage; bars and slot